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Database Navigation: Item Arsenal | Insurgency Files | The Forum | Chat Audio Log by Dr. Angus Remidi, June 19, 1933 For many centuries now, the basics of humanity have been built on trials and expeditions of leaders and their followers. Shapeless Knave is a codename for a fierce shadow called Erembour. The item is able to
manipulate its shape as a shadow, and a certain size it can achieve has yet to be determined. News from November 2020 In these times of slow-moving global pandemics, workers recall that wearing masks and barrier gestures can save lives and prevent the spread of the disease. a little reminds us of barrier gestures: wash your hands
very regularly Cough or sneezing his elbow or handkerchief Use disposable tissue and throw it away. Salute without shaking hands, avoid hugs besides don't forget to call or (if your government regulations allow it) visit your older relatives. They go through a tough time and we need to support them. (PS: It goes without saying that if you
visit your elderly relatives you must follow hygiene standards, so don't forget your mask and avoid hugging/other physical contact). On this note, employees want you all to stay healthy and (despite everything) to enjoy life. - Staff local regulations · Guide for new employees · Join Site Disclaimer: The original concept of Chaos Rebel is
based on the SCP Foundation. Derived content is licensed under Creative Commons with Attribution, Share-Like 3.0 License. This website is a writing community of collaborative fiction. It is licensed under CC-BY-SA 3.0. Long Live Chaos Rebel. Chaos Insurgency Hub _ccchaos-insurgencygoi2014hub From Wikimedia Commons, free
media repository Jump to navigation Jump to navigation Jump to search file file history File usage Commons File usage other wikis Metadata English Add a one-line explanation of what this file represents This file is licensed under creative commons attribution 3.0 Unported license. You are free: share – copy, distribute and transfer a
remix of works – to customize the work in the following circumstances: granting – you must give an appropriate credit, provide a link to the license and indicate whether changes have been made. You can do so in any reasonable way, but not in any way that suggests the licensor supports you or your use. CC BY 3.0 Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 truetrue Click on date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. Date/timeThumbnailDimensionsUserComment current17:44, 2018401 × 401 (58 KB)Trade (discussion | contribs)User created page with UploadWizard You can not overwrite this file. This file is used by the following other www.wikidata.org This file
contains additional information, Exif metadata that may have been added by a digital camera, digital camera, software used to create or digitise it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details, such as the timestamp, may not fully reflect the data in the original file. The timestamp is only as accurate as the clock in the
camera, and it can be completely wrong. WARNING: The following may contain spoilers for the game. Chaos rebels as they appear on the loading screen. Chaos insurgency is a splinter group, antagonistic to the foundation. It is fooled that they started to breach and capture player gate A. Description [edit | edit source] This faction is
mainly based on scientists and guards of the SCP Foundation that in 1924 went A.W.O.L. (Absent without official leave) with several SCP, which could be relevant sources of information for the foundation. Chaos insurgency, unlike the foundation, which simply store their SCPs, would like to use artifacts, most likely as weapons or as
torture devices. Riots also want to reduce the SCP fund, possibly releasing several Euclid and Mortgage Class SCPs. Chaos Insurgency has access to a more limited amount of SCPs than the fund, but are more willing to use them without restrictions. In-game[edit source] See also: Gate A Endings At Gate A, four Chaos Insurgency
employees will be encountered by the player. They'll warp right in front of the D-9341 then warp him away quickly. This is most likely the work of Staff Hermes, an item chaos rebel disposal is able to deform the physical and chemical properties of any substance it affects. It is also mentioned in the Gate Ending audio that the tunnel
collapsed, which could be the work of Entropy Bell, an object that can cause various destructive effects depending on where it is hit. Chaos insurgency will then kidnap the player for unknown reasons. Both Dr. Maynard and security agent Skinner are CI agents who pose as players instead of the game going on. They are responsible for
the SCP-106 first violation and are indirectly responsible for the cause of the site-scale foreclosure violation. Quotes [edit |edit source] When soldiers appear in front of a player at Gate A you know too much to let them get you. You're coming with us. Mst.ogg Gallery[edit|edit source] Soldiers seen at Gate A, which has been theorized to be
chaos rebel. A close-up of the soldier model. Loads a screen image without soldiers. The content of this article is marked as MatureThe page Mature contains mature content that may include coarse language, sexual references, and/or graphic violent images that may interfere with some. Mature leaves are recommended for those who
are 18 years old and older. If you are 18 years old or older or are satisfied with the graphic material, you can view this page. Otherwise , you 'll close this page and view another page. C.I.InsurgencyRed Right HandRival RebelsThe Madmen Delta CommandRikki Robinson-HuntingtonWolfgang FritzArchibald MirumBiou Dashwood George
Maynard George MaynardOskar Hanshayato MatsumotoMaurice SogloYuri ZolnerovichAndre FochSeth CandossierIsa GreacZhi ForsmenOlivia BrownJames StevensonThomas Pyle Amelie BradfordJohn WindermereTorvalds BengtssonBelle PalernoRaj BhattacharyaBelle PalernoAmir KhanJonathan BarkerAmir Khan Taro Taro
TaroMarcus AusterionDale O'ConnorKenneth PoselyKarstenker EiMadison Craggs Using SCPspyingManipulation Rebel against and destroy the SCP Foundation due to its located. Make humanity masters of everything. Use SCP against Foundation Creating Logic from Nelogic. Should an intermittent vengeance hand again be his red
right hand to plague us? ~ Another slogan used by the rebels. Chaos Insurgency (or CI) is the main competitor of the organization of the SCP Foundation and was supposed to be the main catalyst for SCP - a foreclosure violation. Chaos rebels were created by former SCP foundation agents who defected from the organization and tried
to destroy it. Chaos Insurgency has access to a more limited amount of SCPs than the foundation, but is more willing to use them without restrictions. This organisation consists of about 16 key players. In SCP – A restraining violation, it meant that Dr. Maynard, one SCP Foundation doctor, was actually a mole for the rebels. The review
Origins According to one story, Chaos Insurgency was a group that is a covert special task force formed by the O5 O5 Council's SCP Foundation, first known by the codename Insurgency, and was part of the foundation. Unknown to the foundation, the rebels are secretly running a riot to rebel against the foundation and hand them over.
Following the rise of internal conflict, the rebels attacked several SCP facilities, stole several SCP objects and evacuated defects from the fund. The defectors soon became known as chaos rebels. According to another story, the rebels are the successor to an internal rebel faction that was eventually defeated after a massive civil war with
the foundation's loyalists. This rebel faction had similar goals to the Serpent's Hand and Manna Charitable Foundation, which wants to use SCPs and other diversions to benefit humanity. It is also common that the rebels were founded several years after the First World War, usually in 1924 or 1925. The Nature Chaos rebel is the opposite
of the foundation that contained its SCPs and put most of them under strict supervision. Riots are quite polar opposite because they like to use SCP artifacts as their tools. The unrest also wants to reduce Fund its lies by possibly unleashing several harmful and even hostile SCPs. They have also implicitly killed about 375 students at Kirk
Lonwood High School during anomalous experiments, although they claim the foundation was responsible. The betrayal of the rebels caused panic from the O5 Council, which was responsible for the creation of the rebels. Soon the insurgents became one of the most fearsome human enemy factions on the SCP fund, which will use all
sorts of ways to neutralize the fund itself, including sending spies into it. Unrest usually works in developing countries, often in relations with the corrupt regimes that control these countries. Rebels often help these governments exchange facilities and resources in power. It is known that the insurgents are also citizens of these countries,
as test subjects in their experiments in a similar way to the foundation's use of D-class personnel. Not without an anomaly, chaos rebels also trade in weapons and intelligence. In the SCP – a restraining violation of insurgency soldiers when they appeared in the SCP – a restraining violation of soldiers from chaos rebels appeared at one
of the SCP summits – a restraining violation, but it is very implicit for all CI to serve as the mastermind of the whole thing. If the player had Gate A open and didn't have the SCP-106 covered, the SCP-106 would prevent the firing of the SCP Foundation guards after he got out of Gates. After the SCP-106 sank back into the ground, the
guards would stop the fire. Successfully avoiding guards, walking under the bridge and through a secret tunnel will give players to meet soldiers from the Chaos riots who came and took the player away without harm to learn more secrets of the foundation from the hero to achieve another goal (judging by the words you know too much to
let them tell you. You're coming with us.). This is one of the two ends that does not stand by your death. Conspiracy theories chaos insurgency sign SCP - Containment Brach Despite the soldiers' Chaos insurgency only appearing at one of the endings, it was implied that Chaos insurgency orchestrated the entire event taking place at the
SCP - a restraining violation. One of the SCP Foundation's doctors, Dr. Maynard, was supposed to be a spy working for the rebel, which was an implicit note from his office, YOU IT SO EASY. NICE JOB, FOUNDATION. This meant that Dr. Maynard is not a loyalist to the foundation, and would most likely be an insurgency spy. Also, some
conversations mentioning Dr. Maynard also meant that Dr. Maynard had a new record in the foundation and was quite able to do his job beyond suspicion. It also highly theorized that Dr. Maynard was able to give the SCP-079 full access to the System Site. Support for this exemplain comes from the monitor's SCP-079 control room,
saying you have control now, and the SCP-079 action manipulating the player to avoid it could also be a reference that Chaos rebel leaders manipulate the hero all along to find someone who will leak the fund's secrets. If it was real, then the whole story will become clear; Dr. Maynard advanced SCP-079's intelligence under the order of
his alleged boss, Chaos Insurgency, to shut down the electrical device throughout the site, causing the SCP-173's restraining violation and fixing all events throughout the SCP — a restraining violation. Given how urgency to use dangerous SCP is used as their own tools, it is very likely that they have caused this violation of the SCP-173
and SCP-106 containment. However, Dr. Maynard soon suffered a horrible fate because he was incapacitated and dragged into the SCP-106 pocket dimension, would later die and drop from the ceiling right infront of the player, leaving the password in his office on a rusty sheet of paper. Moreover, it was not known what happened to the
hero when the Rebel of Chaos took him away safely. Even so, if chaos rebels had orchestrated the entire event, then they had managed to plunge the entire SCP foundation into chaos. Trivia In SCP – A restraining violation of the Chaos rebel logo is like a shattered or cracked-up version of the SCP Foundation logo, meaning their
purpose violates the fund apart. The original Chaos Insurgency members were part of the No-1 Red Right Hand. Chaos Insurgency's slogan is taken from John Milton's Paradise Lost, Book II, 170-174, in which the fallen angel Belial speaks of God against those who participated in the Lucifer uprising, much like ci rebelled against the SCP
Foundation. External links to SCP - thrott limitation violation wiki. The Chaos Insurgency Wiki. Community content shall be available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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